
Gingerbread house Advent Calendar 2021 

By Lolascrap (Inch measurements) 

Material : 

• Set of stamps and punches Glazed gingerbread ref 156320  

• plain A4 paper Cinnamon cider ref 153083  

• Plain A4 plain white paper ref 159228 

 • patterned paper (6’’ x 6’’) Gingerbread and candy ref 156313 

 • Mini red-red embossed ribbon ref 156323 

 • Recycled cardboard  

Tutorial:  

1. Cut 24 boxes of matches from plain Cinnamon Cider paper; for each, cut a drawer of 4 

1/8” x 3 9/16”, then fold to 13/16” on each side; and a 2 5/8” x 6 7/16” scabbard and 

fold to 13/16”. 2 13/16”- 7 9/16” - 5 5/8”. 

 2. Decorate the visible edge of the drawers with a stamp and make a notch with a 

round hole punch (1/2 "). Fit the drawers by gluing the legs. Rise the sleeves and check 

that the drawers slide in them.  

3. Cut a 5 ¼” x 6 ¼” cm rectangle that will serve as a background to assemble the house. 

Glue the first layer of 6 matchboxes on this background. Glue in all 4 superimposed 

layers of small boxes (also glue the sides together).  

4. To make the roof, in plain paper Cinnamon Cider, cut 2 identical strips of 11 11/16 

x2”. Fold at 6 3/16” and 11 ½” (remainder 3/16” in the great length, and 13/16” in the 

small. Assemble the 2 strips. DO NOT CUT HERE Cut here  



5. Trace using a compass 2 basic identical isosceles triangles 5 5/16” and 3 9/16” high.  

6. Place the base of each triangle on the parts of the strip corresponding to the size of 

the triangles (5 5/16”). Cut (but not to the end) the strip in along the edge of the 

triangle, and glue the small tabs thus formed below.  

7. Stick this tape on the matchboxes. Then cut a plain rectangle of 6 1/16” x 5 3/16”to 

hide the assembly of boxes (adjust if too large). Stick it on top of the House.  

8. In the recycled cardboard box, cut 2 rectangles of 6 11/16” x 4 ½”. Stick them on a 

sheet of plain A4 Cider paper with Cinnamon, leaving 1/16” or 1/8” between them. Fold 

off the excess. Then also cover the inside of the roof with a rectangle of paper of the 

same color of 5 15/16” x 8 ¼” by making a good impression of the central fold with a 

folder.  

9. Cut 2 rectangles of 5 7/16”x 3 9/16 in plain paper Cinnamon Cider and put in folds to 

form triangles isosceles. (The top of the triangle is 2 ¾” from the top of the rectangle.) 

Glue a first triangle (by the tabs on the sides) on the slopes of the roof about 3/16” from 

the edge, then glue the 2d in adjusting it to the house. It shouldn't be too tight.  

10. End with those around the house. Cut 2 rectangles of 11 9/16” x 3 7/16”. Mark on 

each one-fold at 5 3/8”. Also cut a rectangle of 2” x 3 7/16” which will serve as a tab 

between the first two rectangles. Assemble the two parts of the entourage (we must 

have folds that mark a short part, long part, short part, and a long part).  

11. Stick the surround on one end (small wall) of the house? On the opposite wall, hide 

the assembly of the boxes by sticking a plain paper rectangle of 5 5/16” x 3 7/16”.  

12. The little gift in the roof: Cut a square measuring 6” from the side. Mark the folds at 

2” on each side and cut on some folds like shown in the photo (black lines). This will 

form the body gift (which will open like an "explosion box"). Cut another 3 5/8” square 

to form the lid. Mark the folds 13/16” on each side. Cut notches and glue them paws. 

Then decorate the gift with ribbon and patterned paper.  

Finally, all that remains is to decorate the house. Let your creativity run free! Use 

anything that reminds you of childhood, Christmas, candy, gingerbread, snow ...  
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